3rd Grade Home School
Connection

Week 3 of 4th Six Weeks
Jan. 18-22, 2021
What’s going on…

Libby Elementary

**School Board Appreciation Month**
Jan. 18 - MLK School Holiday! No School!

Reading:
3.9(D) recognize characteristics and structures of
informational text, including: (iii) organizational patterns
such as cause and effect and problem and solution
3.6(C) make, correct, or confirm predictions using text
features, characteristics of genre and structures

Looking Ahead:
Jan. 27 - Last UIL Practice

Spelling Word List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

certainty
earn
return
search
swerve
termite
third
thirsty
thirteen
thirty
surprise
pilgrim
subtract
control
sample
inspect
contrast
employ
exclaim
athlete

Test Date:_________________

Target Vocabulary
1. community - a group of people living in the same area
2. donate - to give as a way to help others
3. convince - to persuade or cause someone to believe
4. generous - giving or showing kindness toward others
5. transformed - changed or made very different
6. slavery - a system in which people are owned by others
7. abolitionist - a person or group that believes slavery should be
stopped
8. violence - acts that cause great harm, such as damage or injury
9. equality - the right for all people to be treated the same
10. influential - having a great effect on someone or something
11. point of view - who is telling the story
12. idiom - an expression that has a different meaning from the
actual words
13. evidence - clues that prove something to be true
14. multi-meaning - words that have more than one meaning
15. topic - the subject of a text

Test Date:_______________________

Grammar/Writing/Spelling:
3.11(D) edit drafts using standard English
conventions, including: (i) complete simple and
compound sentences with subject-verb agreement.
3.12(C) compose argumentative texts, including
opinion essays, using genre characteristics and
craft
3.2(B) demonstrate and apply spelling knowledge
by: (i) spelling multisyllabic words with closed
syllables: open syllables, VCe syllables: vowel
teams, including digraphs and diphthongs: rcontrolled syllables: and final stable syllables.

Math Skills:
3.6C-Determine the area of rectangles with whole number side
length in problems using multiplication related to the number
of rows times the number of unit squares in each row.
3.6D-Decompose composite figures formed by rectangles into
non-overlapping rectangles to determine the area of the
original figure using the additive property of area.
3.6E- Decompose two congruent two-dimensional figures into
parts with equal areas and express the area of each part as a
unit fraction of the whole and recognize that equal shares of
identical wholes need not have the same shape.
3.8A- Summarize a data set with multiple categories using a
frequency table, dot plot, pictograph, or bar graph with scaled
intervals.
3.8B- Solve one- and two-step problems using categorical data
represented with a frequency table, dot plot, pictograph, or bar
graph with scaled intervals.
Math Vocabulary:
Two Dimensional Figures

Length

Unit Fractions

Measure

Side Lengths

Rectangles

Science Focus:

Square Units

Congruent

Resources

Area

Equal

Surface

Compose

Width

Decompose

Social Studies Focus:
Communities Build a Nation

